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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the food industry has utilized the high throughput, high

pressure, continuous nature of extrusion to obtain not only low unit

cost, superior mixing and pumping characteristics but also to produce

new foods, such as meat analogs (Boyer, 1978; Clark, l978b). Improved

product quality could result if the food flow and temperature history

is predicted by an extruder performance model. The mathematical

description of extruder performance involves the prediction of power

requirements, product temperature and flow rate. Extruder characteristics,

such as barrel, screw and die geometries, and material characteristics,

such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity and fluid flow behavior are

necessary elements of an extruder performance model. Attempts to predict

extruder performance for foods have met with limited success (Fricke,

et al., 1977). This lack of success was attributed to an inadequate

description of how shear rate and composition affect food flow behavior.
”

The description of food flow behavior is complicated by protein

denaturation, phase change and non-Newtonian behavior. Protein denatura-

tion is a temperature induced change in protein conformation which
‘

influences chemical character and flow behavior (Lehniger, 1975; Ling,

1972; Lumry, 1973). High temperature flow characterization necessitates

a pressurized environment to prevent water phase change. Finally, non-

Newtonian flow behavior must be measured in devices with well defined

flow fields.

A reliable flow characterization for soy dough has been prevented

by these complicating factors. Soy dough is extruded in the manufacture

of meat analogs and dry pet foods (Clark, l978a). Early attempts at flow
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characterization relied on the Amylograph and Brookfield 'viscometers',

which have undefined flow fields and give only relative measures of

consistency (Circle, et al., 1964; Catsimpoolas and Meyer, 1970; Remsen,

1977). Further a yield stress and the variation of shear stress with

position prevented accurate measurement of flow behavior in a coaxial

cylinder viscometer (Hermansson, 1975). Capillary rheometry was used

to characterize soy dough flow behavior above 373K (Jao, et al., 1977)

and below 333K (Remsen, 1977). The intermediate temperature range

(333K to 363K), the range over which protein denaturation occurs, has

not been investigated.

In light of the lack of reliable soy dough flow characterization,

the primary objective of this work was to determine the influence of

temperature, solids content* and protein denaturation on the flow

behavior of Promine-D, a soy isolate. To accomplish this objective,

an Instron capillary viscometer was used. In addition, a Differential

Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) was used to identify physical and chemical

changes in the soy dough. This information, when coupled with soy dough

flow behavior, was used to explain rheological effects of the cooking‘

phenomena.

*Solids content is defined as weight percent flour in an aqueous
dispersion, the small amount of water already in the flour is neglected
in the calculation.



LITERATURE REVIEW

Measurements made in instruments in which the flow field is undefined,

measurements made in instruments in which the flow field is defined, and
U

the mathematical models used to describe soy flow behavior are discussed.

Additionally, current research needs are summarized.

UNDEFINED SHEAR FIELDS

The first attempts to characterize flow behavior of soy flour dis-

persions were limited to measurements with instruments in which the flow

field is undefined. The complex geometries of the Amylograph and

Brookfield 'visc0meters‘ prevent the accurate determination of the shear

field and flow patterns. Thus physical properties in engineering units

(Pa-s) that allow scale-up or power consumption prediction for different

flow geometries were not obtained.

In spite of this, the relative effects of temperature and solids

content have been observed. Upon heating defatted soy or soy isolate

dispersions, Amylograph consistency decreases until 348K (1 5 K) when

a strong increase in consistency is noted (Circle, et al., 1964; Remsen,

1977). For 12, 20 and 25% dispersions, the increase in consistency ex-

ceeds the measuring capacity of the Amylograph, whereas for 8 and 10%

dispersions, a steady maximum is reached. Furthermore, 10 and 12% defatted

soy dispersions have a maximum Brookfield consistency above 328K (Circle,

et al., 1964; Catsimpoolas and Meyer, 1970). Remsen (1977) has suggested

that this increase results from protein denaturation forming a network

of cross-linked molecules. Unfortunately, the Amylograph cannot be

used for flow measurements of cross-linked fluids since it simultaneously

measures extensional and shear flow.

3
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VISCOMETRIC FLOWS

Flow behavior in engineering units can only be obtained with devices

in which the flow field is well defined. A defined flow field is pro-

vided by the parallel plate geometry when the upper plate moves at a

constant linear velocity relative to the lower plate. This flow is

characterized by a constant velocity gradient and is known as sjmpyg

ghggg_jjgyy If the flow history of a single particle is one of stgggy

sjmglg_ghggg_for other geometries, the flow is called viscometric, and

fluid or material properties are obtained in engineering units (Bird,

et al., 1977). Viscometric flow occurs only in simple geometries, e.g.,

the coaxial cylinder viscometer and the capillary rheometer. However,

the determination of flow behavior is not always straight-forward. In

the coaxial cylinder, shear stress variation across the gap is (Walters,

1975):
W vQ(Rg)=¤i„(R]) ·

where, R], R2 = inner and outer cylinder radius

1w(R]),rw (R2)
-

inner and outer wall shear stress

K V

For small gaps (K approaches 1), the variation in shear stress can be

neglected and a simple relation exists for shear stress and shear rate,

but for large gaps, the variation in shear stress cannot be neglected

and a more complex relation must be used (Coleman, et al., 1966).

Hermansson (1975) used coaxial cylinder viscometers with varying K

to measure the flow behavior of 4 to 16 weight percent soy isolate

dispersions at 300K. Because of the large gap, shear stress varies 32%
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( K= 0.87) for the 16% dispersions and varies 11% (K = 0.95) for the 8

to 14% dispersions. whi1e not stated, it is 1ike1y that the re1ation

for sma11 gaps was used and the reported f1ow behavior is inaccurate.

A coaxia1 cylinder (K = 0.95) was used to measure shear stress at con-

stant shear rate (300 for a 10% dispersion heated at rate of 0.0167

K/s (Hermansson, 1978). The reported f1ow curve is simi1ar to the

Amy1ograph tests. Viscosity decreases unti1 350K (1 5K) when a strong

increase in viscosity is noted. The viscosity increases unti1 the

measuring capacity of the viscometer is exceeded.

Jao, et a1. (1977) used an extruder to pump a defatted soy dough

through a capi11ary (L/D = 7.5, 15, 30, 60). Entrance pressure 1oss

(APC) for three temperatures (373K, 403K and 433K) and three so1ids

percentages (68, 75 and 78 weight percent) were determined. Since a

Targe APC re1ative to the capi11ary pressure 1oss (APC) in reasonab1y

1ong capi11aries is an indication of f1uid e1asticity (Han, 1976), our

ana1ysis of Jao's resu1ts suggest that soy doughs are e1astic up to

403K. The entrance 1oss varies from 13 to 24% of APC for 373K and 403K

(L/D=30, §=100
s”])

(Tab1e 1). Between 403K and 433K, however, some _

change occurs which causes a significant decrease in APC. The entrance

1oss is 2% of APC at 433K, The cause of this apparent decrease in

elasticity is unknown.

The use of an extruder to force f1uid through a capi11ary imposes

two additiona1 comp1icating factors on f1ow behavior measurement. Since

the determination of shear rate is dependent on the accurate measurement

of vo1umetirc f1ow rate, the f1uid density is determined in order to

convert the measured mass f1ow rate into vo1umetric f1ow. Jao et a1.,
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Table 1. Analysis of the Relative Magnitude of
APe to APC for Jao, et al., (1977)

(7 = 100 $-1, D = 1.27mm, L/D = 30)

Temperature
I

Defatted APe APC APE X 100Flour Ü-
c

K % MPa MPa %

373 75 3.76 17.54 21
_ 403 68 1.79 7.35 24

75 2.07 15.73 13
78 3.72 14.88 25

433 75 0.138 _ 8.8 2
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(1977) measured the mass of soy dough in the known volume of the

capillary to determine density. However, this technique is highly .

suspect. The superheated moisture in the dough flashes when the extruder

_ is turned off (pressure decreased), causing density to decrease in two

ways: (1) by increasing the porosity and (2) by decreasing the mass as

moisture escapes. The use of an extruder also complicates the flow

measurement by imposing large strains on the fluid before entering the

capillary. These large strains may influence the measured flow behavior

in an undetermined manner.

These imo complicati ng factors have been addressed by Remsen (1977)

with the use of an Instron capillary rheometer. with this device it is

not necessary to measure density since volumetric flow is measured

directly. Also, a large diameter reservoir assures that strain history

imposed on the fluid is minimal. Four capillaries (L/0 = 20, 40, 60, 80)

were used to determine APE of a 71% defatted soy dough at 323K. The

assumption was made that APE was independent of temperature. The entrance

loss at 323K was used to correct the observed pressure drop (APO) for

three other temperatures (308K, 313K, and 333K).

Rotational viscometers, unlike the capillary rheometer, cannot be

used to measure steady shear behavior of highly elastic doughs. The

rotation induces high strains which cause fracture and unsteady shear.

This was observed for wheat flour dough in a cone—and-plate viscometer

(Launay, 1973). Steady shear was not obtained since the dough tore

at the edge of the cone—and-plate viscometer.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF FLON BEHAVIOR

The flow behavior of soy flour has been described by models based

on the power law. Attempts to force the power law to explain temperature

and compositional effects have met with limited success (Harper, et al.,

1971; Remsen, 1977). Thixotropy and elasticity effects on flow behavior

have been methodically ignored in the application of the power law

(Hermansson, 1975; Jao, et al., 1978). For the most part, flow models

have been determined for a limited range of variables (Harper, et al.,

1971; Remsen, 1977).

One attempt to model flow behavior of soy isolate dispersions ( 6
1

to 16%) involved the use of the modified Bingham model which describes a

power law fluid with a yield stress (Hermansson, 1975). The existence

of a yield stress is determined from data obtained in a coaxial cylinder

viscometer by extrapolating the shear stress to zero shear rate for a

narrow gap viscometer or by applying a known torque and observing an

angular velocity of zero (Reiner and Riwlin, 1927). Hermansson did not

use low shear rates that would prove the existence of a yield stress but

used the modified Bingham model because it gave a better fit to the data.

Remsen (1977) attempted to disprove the existence of a yield stress by

repeating Hermansson's measurements using lower shear rates for

15% .s5y 1$01at€_ Shear stress values lower than Hermansson's

reported yield stress were obtained. However, since Remsen did not

reproduce Hermansson's data, it is possible that the lower shear stresses

are a result of a difference in the materials used. Additionally, Remsen

used a wide gap coaxial cylinder (¤= 0.72) and Hermansson used a more

narrow coaxial cylinder (:= 0.87) with rough surfaces to minimize fluid
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slip at the wall. It is possible that the lower shear stress obtained

by Remsen can be attributed to this difference in viscometers. Since

Hennansson did not report shear rates below 9
s'], and since Remsen used

a wide gap coaxial cylinder, the presence or absence of a yield stress

for soy isolate dispersions has not been unequivocally demonstrated.

The power law described the flow behavior for two defatted soy

doughs (68 and 75 weight percent) from 373K to 433K, as indicated by

correlation coefficients greater than 0.975; but the power law did not

— describe the flow behavior for a 78 weight percent dough, as indicated

by a correlation coefficient as low as 0.25 (Jao, et al., 1977). The

poor fit to the power law was a result of a general trend of the data

and not to scatter. This general trend may be due to the large strains

induced by the extruder and to inaccurately determining shear rate as

discussed in the previous section. The power law described the flow

behavior of a 71% defatted soy dough up to 333K (Remsen, 1977). However,

one group of researchers determined the flow behavior of defatted soy

doughs (65 to 75%) at 298K as being plug flow (Jasberg, et al., 1977).

They proposed a solids conveying model which describes the transport

behavior in a screw extruder.

In addition to these flow models, more complex models that include

the influence of solids percentage and temperature have been suggested.

Jao et al. (1977) fit their data to a polymonial with 10 adjustable

constants. The problem with this empirical approach is a lack of confi-

dence in extrapolation. Hence, a more fundamental model is desirable.

Remsen (1977) has proposed a semi—empirica1 model combining the effects

of shear rate, temperature, solids content and the cooking reaction.
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Shear effects were described by the power law. Further, temperature

and solids effects have exponential contributions, as suggested by Harper

et al., (l977). Cooking was treated as a thermosetting resin reaction

based on the formation of a network of disulfide cross-links. Unfor-

tunately, verification of the model in engineering units of flow was

not accomplished.

RESEARCH NEEDS

It is apparent from this review that the rheology of soy dispersions

is not fully understood. Most importantly, the rheological and chemical

aspects of cooking soy dispersions are not understood. Other phenomena

which complicate the understanding of soy dough rheology include yield

stress and time dependent or strain dependent properties. In an effort

to answer some of the questions raised in this chapter,the rheological

properties of soy isolate* in water are studied with an Instron capillary

rheometer. Our main objective is to understand the rheological signifi-

cance of cooking.

*Soy isolate is prepared by acid precipitation from an aqueous solution

of defatted soy and is composed of approximately 90 weight percent soy protein

(see the Experimental section for proximate analysis).



EXPERIMENTAL

The purpose of this section is to introduce the materials, apparatus

and the equations used to determine flow behavior. Additionally, this

section includes a summary of the experiments performed and the range

of variables investigated.

MATERIALS‘

A soy isolate, Promine-D (Central Soya, Fort Wayne, Indiana) was

used preferentially over a defatted soy flour because of the higher

percentage of soy protein (Table 2). Thus, flow behavior effects were

primarily attributed to the protein fraction. For a good discussion of

the differences between isolate, concentrate and defatted soy, see .

Wolf (1972).

The preparation of soy dough samples was complicated by two factors.

Soy doughs were a viable growth media for mold. Therefore, all doughs

were tested within eight hours of mixing. Additionally, soy flour

aggregated upon the addition of water, preventing sample homogenity.

Only by a very careful sample preparation procedure could a homogeneous

sample be obtained.

Preparation of Soy Dough

1. Weigh soy flour and water into separate, covered containers.

2. Add one-half of the water to enough flour to form a thick paste.

3. Blend the paste with a spoon.

4. Wait one hour.

5. Blend the paste with a spoon.

6. Add the remainder of the flour while blending.

ll
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Table 2. Proximate Analysis of Soy Flour
(Central Soya, Fort Wayne, Indiana)

Defatted Soy Soy Isolate
(Soyafluff 200 W) (Promine-D)

Moisture, Z 6.5 4.8

Water Soluble Protein, Z 35 68

Water Insoluble Protein, Z l8 23

Crude Fiber, Z 3 0.2

Ash, Z 6 4.0

Fat, Z l 0.0

pH - 6.9
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7. Add the remainder of the water while blending.

8. wait two hours before using sample.

APPARATUS

An Instron Capillary rheometer, and a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2

Differential Scanning Calorimeter were the major apparatus. A brief

description of each, the pertinent operating information, and the

equations used for the data analysis are included in this section.

Capillary Rheometer

The Instron capillary rheometer consists of an electrically heated

reservoir capillary assembly which is placed beneath the crosshead of

an Instron Universal Testing Machine. A tension/compression load cell

(44.5 kN) is mounted on the crosshead and measures the load on a ram

which forces fluid through the capillary. This load is recorded on a

strip chart and is converted to APO when divided by the ram area

(71.3 uM2). Different volumetric flow rates are obtained by varying

crosshead speed from 0.05081 to a maximum of 50.81 mm per minute in

10 discrete steps.

A specific operating procedure was necessary to compensate for two

equipment-related sources of error. First, the reservoir·capi1lary

assembly was free to rotate slightly, relative to the ram. To avoid

misalignment of the ram and reservoir, the ram was inserted in the

reservoir and the crosshead lowered so that the ram and load cell were

seated properly. Equally important, APO included a significant contri-

bution from the sample reservoir (AP,). The effect of AP, was minimized
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by (l) measuring AP? in a separate experiment, and (2) operating at the

· highest crosshead speeds when the reservoir was full. By operating at

the highest crosshead speeds first, the APC was greatest and APV was

proportionally less important. The observed pressure drop for low

crosshead speeds was measured only when a small amount of sample remained

in the reservoir and APV was small.

The following equations were used for data analysis (Walters, 1975).

for apparent shear rate, r, rAP

for wall shear stress, zw, rw=1/4
¥”7?)”(FT'

where N(r) 1S defined by, %_= -N(r) +A4;?T

for shear rate, 7, 7 = r gg_j;j_>
‘

4° ( n

where n is obtained from, n = d lnr
H In P

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETER

Heat capacity (CV) and the energy change for endothermic and
‘

exothermic reactions are measured using the Perkin-Elmer DSC-2. The

energy input rate required to heat a sample and a reference at a pre-

scribed rate is recorded on a strip chart. when the sample undergoes

an exothermic or an endothermic reaction, the rate of energy input to

the sample changes to maintain the prescribed temperature increase.

This change in energy input is shown as a peak on the strip chart with

·the area of the peak being proportional to the reaction energy. For
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CV measurements, the ordinate in units of mcal/K is divided by the heating

rate in K/s to obtain units of mcäl/K. Knowing the amount of material

tested in milligrams, CV in units of cal/g-K is obtained.

while the principle of DSC is relatively simple, in practice it is

tedious to obtain heats of reaction for protein conformation change.

The small entropy change from undenatured to denatured protein necessi-

tates the use of the lowest range (0.5 mcal/s) (Hermansson, l978). The

use of the lowest range, in turn, causes non-linearities in the baseline

to be amplified making accurate measurement of the peak area difficult.

The non-linearities can be compensated for by 'fine—tuning' the DSC to

the particular system. However, the amount of sample measured and the

composition of the sample effect the baseline non·linearity. Only by

careful control of the amount of the sample and by fine tuning for each

composition measured, can a measure of the peak area be obtained. Since

the purpose of this test was to demonstrate the presence of a conforma-

tion change at high solids content, a range of 2 mcal/s was used. This

allowed for a minimum of fine tuning and for measurement of changes in

CV.

EXPERIMENTS

The primary variables investigated in the flow experiments were

temperature (298 to 363K), composition (30 and 48% soy isolate) and

shear rate (0.30 to 300 s']). The Instron capillary rheometer allowed

a maximum of 300 s'] with the l.27 mm diameter capillary. A summary of

the flow experiments and the DSC experiments is presented in Table 3.
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Tab1e 3. Sunnmry of Experiments

Capi11ary Experiments

Promine-D, % : 30, 48

Temperature, K : 298, 333, 363

Apparent Shear Rate, $-1: 0.3, 0.75, 1.5, 3.0, 7.5, 15,
30, 75, 150, 300

Capi11ary Length, mm : 25.4, 76.2

Capi11ary Diameter, mm : 1.27

DSC Experiments

Promine-D, % : 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 70, 100
Temperature, K : 310 to 450

Heating Rate, K/s: 10

Range, mca1/s : 2



RESULTS

The Instron capillary rheometer was used to determine flow behavior

for 30% and 48% dispersionsof Promine-D at 298K, 333K, and 363K. The

explanation of temperature's effect on the measured flow behavior was

complicated by differing effects of temperature on n and APO. Melt

fracture, yield stress and elastic character further complicated the

understanding of flow behavior.

Calorimeter measurements on 10% to 100% Promine-D indicated that

thermal transitions occur at different temperatures and to different extents

depending on Promine-D concentration. These transitions were attributed

to protein denaturation for 10 to 25% Promine-D. For 30% and 45% Promine-D,

a thermal change occurred over the same temperature range as the measured

flow behavior. However, the nature of these transitions was unclear.

with higher concentration of Promine-D, the thermal transitions occured

at higher temperatures.

RANGE OF INVESTIGATION

Flow behavior measurement was limited to dispersions above 20% and

less than 70% Promine-D. A 70% dispersion would not flow even with an

applied pressure of 250MPa (298K, 1.76 mm dia., L/D = 20). A 48%

dispersion would flow and was chosen as the upper composition to be in-

vestigated. The viscosity of a 20% dispersion was the the lower sensitiv-

ity range of the Instron Rheometer so that the effect of temperature and

shear rate could not be determined accurately (694s'1, 298K, 0.76 mm .

dia, L/0 = 130, APO = 0.81 MPa or 7 chart units). The lower composition

was chosen to be 30%.

17
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with temperatures above 373K, moisture in the samples formed steam.

The formation of steam violated a necessary condition for viscosity

measurement - that of an incompressible fluid. Steam formation also

indicated a changing sample composition. At sufficiently high temperatures,

the steam vapor pressure forced the sample through the capillary independ-

ant of the ram speed. To obtain reliable flow data, the maximum temperature

was taken to be 363K. Additional flow measurements were made at room temp-

erature (298K) and at one intermediate temperature (333K).

- Two ranges of apparent shear rate,r were possible with the available

capillaries, 0.3 to 300s'] (1.27 mm dia.) and 1.69 to l690s”] (0.76 mm

dia.). Since the 48% dispersion gave pressures exceeding 100 MPa at only

75s°1 (298K), the lower range of shear rate was used. Apparent shear
4

rates up to 30Os°1 were used except where the observed pressure loss (APO)

exceeded 100 MPa.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF FLOW BEHAVIOR

The flow behavior indexes, n , and the consistency coefficients,n 0,

for the 30% dispersion were relatively constant between 298K and 363K.

The flow behavior index varied from 0.17 to 0.27 (Table 4) with an average

value of 0.22. The consistency coefficient varied between 1.68 and 2.98

KPas (Table 4) with an average value of 2.23 KPas. The minimum values

for n and no occured at 333K but were not statistically different from

the values at 298K and 363K.

The flow behavior index and nö for the 48% dispersion at 333K and

363K were only slightly dependant on temperature. The flow behavior index

increased from 0.45 to 0.49 and na decreased from 5.34 to 3.66 KPas with
temperature increasing from 333K to 363K (Table 4). However, the power
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Table 4. Power Law Constants for
30% and 48% Promine-D.

30% Promine—D

Temperature, K 298 333 363

Confidencen gg 75% Intern] . 0.22 ; 0.09 0.17 i 0.07 0.27 i 0.11“8·
""°‘

88848% Promine—D

Temperature, K 298 333
9

363

Confidencen _g 75% Interva] 0.29 g 0.16 0.45 g_ 0.25 0.49 g 0.40
“¤· "P°$ 25.03 5.34 3.66
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law constants were significantly different at 298K with n equal 0.29 -

_ and no equal 25.03 KPas.

Remsen (1977) detennined that n was independant of temperature and

that no decreased with increasing temperature from 308K to 333K for a

72% defatted soy dough. Our results indicated that n was independant of

temperature for 30% dispersion and for the 48% dispersion at 333 and 363K,

in agreement with Remsen's work. Flow behavior between 333K and 363K has

not been previously determined in engineering units of flow for these soy

dispersions. However, Remsen predicted a strong increase in viscosity

due to protein denaturation. Our results did not substantiate this

prediction since the 30% dispersion showed only a small increase in n

(Figure 1) and for the 48% dispersion, n decreased (Figure 2). The

differing behavior may be because of the higher protein and lower

carbohydrate content of the isolate compared to the defatted flour.

CAPILLARY ENTRANCE PRESSURE LOSS

The observed pressure loss includes the sample reservoir pressure

loss, AP}, the capillary entrance pressure loss, APC, and the capillary

pressure loss, APC. The capillary pressure loss is attributed to viscous

flow. The capillary entrance pressure loss is due to viscous flow and

to acceleration of the sample in the entrance region. For polymer melts

in capillaries of reasonable length (greater than 15 diameters), only

5% of APC is attributed to viscous flow (Han, 1976). The remaining 95%

of APC is attributed to elastic behavior of the melt.

The capillary entrance pressure loss was very significant relative

to APC for the 30% and 48% dispersions (Table 5). For the 48% dispersion

at 298K, APE was 32% of APC (average for r = 1.5, 3.0, 7.5, 15 & 30s”])
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I Table 5. Comparison of APE with APC
30 and 48% Promine-D

Mean values for 1.5 to 30 s']

(D = 1.27 Illll, L/D = 20)

4Pe ” A ”
Standard

Promine-D Temperature X 100 ßeviation
c

73 K % %

30 298 120 29 -

333 80 16

363 340 20 ·

48 298 32 28

333 320 76

363 { 990* 73
I

*Negative values for APQ at 1.5 and 3.0 s'] are ommitted.
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and for the 30% dispersion at 363K, APC was 80% of APC (L/D = 20).

For the remaining test conditions, APC was larger than APC (l20 to 990%,

average value for l.5 gy;_30s·]). The large values for APC were most

likely due to the elastic behavior of the soy dispersions.

The relative effect of temperature on APC was different for the 30

and 48% dispersions. The capillary entrance pressure loss decreased

from 298K to 333K and then icreased to 363K for the 30% dispersion

(Figure 3). However, for the 48% dispersion APC increased continuously

from 298K to 363K (Figure 4).

Since temperature did not have a large effect on n, the effect of

temperature on APC is attributed to a change in the dispersion's elastic

character. The change in elastic character may result from protein de-

naturation to form a network of covalent disulfide bonds (Remsen, l977).

Such a network would produce an increase in APC fran the undenatured to
the denatured state. However, since ndid not increase with temperature,

we suspect that the network is not one of covalent bonds, but at most

one formed through hydrogen bonds.

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MEASUREMENTS

The variation in APC for the 30% dispersion at 298K and for the 48%

dispersion at 333K was calculated from:

$2 =g _(APC)i- TC 2
i=l n-

where, KF; E mean of observed pressure drop

(APC)1Eobserved pressure drop

n E number of observations

s e standard deviation
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I
A 95% confidence interval (CI) for APO was determined from:

i 95% CI = ggg
n

where, t(n) 2 the Student - t distribution
(value depends on n)

The average 95% CI for KX as a percent of E was 16.9% for the 30% dl$P@*‘*

Sion and was 21.8% for the 48% dispersion (Table 6). Simply put, there

is a 95% probability that the true value for KPO°was within the interval

of KF; j_0.l69 KF; for the 30% dispersion and within KP; j_0.2l8 KF; for

the 48% dispersion. Similarly, a 75% CI was calculated for rw from:

i 75% CI - g%)_;._

n L_ g_ 2
. where, s* = Z D - Z D i

i=l n

The 75% CI was between 62% to 100% of rw except for nine values which

exceed 100% (Table 7). This large CI was due to measuring only four

values for APO to calculate rw. with four values for APO, only two

degrees of freedom are available and a large value for t(n) must be used.

A 75% CI for the flow behavior index, n was determined using

thestandarddeviation from a linear least squares fit to lnrw and lnr. The

four negative nufor the 48% dispersion at 363K were omitted. For the

48% dispersion below 7.5%'] at 333K and below 15s°1 at 363K, the measured

viscosity decreased with decreasing shear rate (dilatent flow behavior).

Above the critical r viscosity increased with decreasing shear rate

(pseudoplastic flow behavior). Since soy dispersion behavior is pseudo- -

plastic and since both pseudoplastic and dilatent flow in the same material
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Tab1e 6. 95% Confidence Interva1 (CI) for
Observed Pressure Loss, APo

95% CI
Qgggient % of avera·e 4Po *
Rate° 30% Promine D 48% Promine DS-1

298K 333K

300 6.8 -

150 22.0 -
75l

31.6 · 28.6

30 18.7 —

15 5.1 ·
·

7.5 17.2 25.8

3.0 16.7 21.7

1.5 16.9 16.6

0.3 · 16.5

Average CI 16.9
‘

21.8
(% avg. APO)

*Va1ues for APo are in Appendix A.
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Tab1e 7. 75% Confidence Interva1 (CI)
for wa11 Shear Stress, Tw

Apparent 75% CI
·

Shear ·
Rate, (% ofx,

-1S 30% Promine D 48% Promine D

sm 363..
300 66 82 81 - 82 80

150 69 82 90 - 89 80

75 64 90 101 - 68 80

30 64 92 101 80 83 82 ‘

15 62 91 87 - 83 95

7.5 64 87 87 84 74 86

3.0 64 85 99 81 190 (112)

1.5 63 86 108 83 128 (100)

0.75 71 84 118 85 376 (114)

0.30 83 86 181 85 1130 (99)

( ) indicates negative va1ue for rw
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is unlikely, rw below the critical P were omitted for the 48% dispersion

at 333K and 363K. The resultant CI were between 4l and 56% of n except

for the 48% dispersion at 363K (82% of n), (Table 4). The larger CI for

the 48% dispersion was due to fewer values for rw (4 instead of l0).

COMPLICATING FACTORS IN FLON MEASUREMENT

The previous discussion may lead the reader to believe that, within

the stated accuracies, the measured viscosities represent the flow

behavior of the 30 and 48% dispersion. Also implied is that the measured

viscosity is geometry independent. This is of course, the purpose of

these type of measurements · to provide absolute values which can be used

to predict flow behavior in complex geometries (extruders). In fact

several observations indicate that the measured flow behavior of protein

dispersions is more complex than a simple viscous flow model can describe.

Extrudate Apgearance

The extrudate for a 20% dispersion and for the 30% dispersion at 298K

and 333K was smooth with no die swell. However, at 363K, the surface of

the extrudate had a twisted appearance for the 20% dispersion at l388s°1

and for the 30% dispersion at all P (Figure 5). The extrudate for the

_48% dispersion had a twisted appearance at all temperatures and P investi-

gated. with the capillary assembly removed from the Instron, the material

remaining in the capillary was carefully removed for the 30 and 48%

dispersion which exhibited twisted extrudate. The appearance of the

removed material was similar to the extrudate. This similarity of

appearance indicates that the twisted extrudate formed in the capillary

entrance region and then slipped through the capillary with little or no
‘

change.

The appearance of a twisted extrudate correlated with increasing APe
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Figure 5. Extrudate Appearance for
20%, 30%, and 48%

‘

Promine-0
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for the 30% and 48% dispersion. For the 30% dispersion at 298K, the

extrudate was smooth and AFB decreased with increasing temperature. with

a twisted extrudate at 333K, AFB increased with temperature. For the

48% dispersion, the extrudate was twisted and AFB increased with temp-

erature at all temperatures. The correlation of APB with extrudate

appearance was believed to provide additional evidence that the origin

of the twisted extrudate was in the capillary entrance region.

The soy extrudate twisted appearance is similar to the extrudate

of polymers in which melt fracture occurs (Figure 6). Macromolecules

when stetched or accelerated act as solids and can no longer flow. In

the entrance region of a capillary, this results in regions of differential

stress in the fluid and in short capillaries these stress regions emerge

as nodes or as twisted extrudate. In larger capillaries, the differential

stress regions may relax before exiting the capillary. The formation of

a twisted extrudate from the solid-like behavior of macromolecules is

called melt fracture. If the twisted extrudate of the 30 and 48% dispers-

ions results from melt fracture, then the change in these materials which

cause a twisted extrudate is one which increases the macromolecular „

character of the sample. Also, if melt fracture does occur, then pressure

loss in accelerating flow regions (compression section of extruder) can-

not be predicted by a viscous flow model alone.

A possibly related phenomena was oscillation of the observed press-

ure loss (Figure 7). The oscillations were of about the same frequency

as the twists in the extrudate and may reflect twist formation in the

capillary entrance region. These oscillations could also be due to the

plunger slipping in the barrel.
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Figure 6. Polyethylene melt extrudate at 423 K
(D = 0.508 wma, L/D = 20, scale divi-

sion = 2.54 mm)

(McKe1ve_y, 1962)
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Figure 7. Instron Strip Chart Trace
30% Promine-D at 363 K
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Reservoir Pressure Loss

The reservoir pressure losses, AP„, were measured in a

separate experiment. The sample reservoir was filled with material and

the pressure required to force the material from the reservoir was observed.

when a stable reading was obtained, the length Gf sample in thé PGSGPVOTP

and the pressure was recorded. The ram speed was reduced and a new

stable reading was obtained and recorded. The ram speed was then

increased until a new reading was obtained. In this manner, AP, vs length

of sample, L, was determined at two ram speeds. (Figures 8—l3). The

plot of APr vs L was linear with slope_AE; and a non-zero intercept.

The non·zero intercept was due to inaccuracy in measuring the amount of

material remaining in the reservoir at the end of the test and to the

frictional force required to drive the ram through the reservoir.

The measured APr/L was used to correct the observed pressure loss by:

AP corrected = APo x Lo

where, LO; length of sample in reservoir APO

The average length of sample remaining in the reservoir was 70 mm

for the short capillary (L/D=20) and 3l mm for the long capillary

(L/D=80). Because of the differing amounts of material in the reservoir,

the magnitude of the correction to APo was larger for the shorter

capillary. The corrected APo was used to calculate a corrected rw.

The effect of this correction was to increase the values for Tw. The

uncorrected Tw was 4 to 23% (average l4%) less than the corrected rw

for the 30% dispersion and 2 to 7% (average 3%) less than the corrected

rw for the 48% dispersion (Table 8).
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Table 8. The Effect Of Sample Reservoir Pressure Loss on rw.

Dispersion T€mP@Y‘¤· T'-
n

wT, % ture _] rw' Mpa

· s
Promine-D K Including Barrel

Barrel Pressure
Pressure Losses
Losses Subtracted

30 298 150 12.35 14.5
15 4.63 5.66

333 150 3.97 4.72
15 3.63 4.72

363 75 6.84 7.09
7.5 3.31 _ 3.63

- 48 298 30 77.19 80.13
·

3.0 38.66 40.00

333 75 43.74 24.67
7.5 13.73 14.84

363 75 37.44 37.38
7.5 3.69 3.69
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Yield Stress

An additional complicati ng factor was the presence of a yield stress.

By using the three lowest shear rates to extrapolate to zero y, an

approximate yield stress was determi ned (Figure 14). The accuracy of _

the extrapolation was limited by the lack of low shear rates (0.3, 0.75, ·

and l.5s'1). An additional estimate of the yield stress was obtained

from the reservoir loss data. The wall shear stress, rw, was calculated

from:

1w= QL . Q
L 2

where, Re radius of sample reservoir

= 4.73 um

The yield stress was then calculated from (Bird, 1960),

4

Buckinham-N
ReinergEquation

where, X = E
rw

The calculated yield stress was within an order of magnitude of the

extrapolated yield stress in all cases. (Table 9).

The existance of a yield stress complicates the determination of

viscosity. The wall shear stress is known from the pressure gradient,

but the shear rate is a maximum at the capillary wall and zero at some

unknown point in the fluid, Yo where m=1o . From the wall to ro ,

viscous flow occurs. From ro to the center of the capillary, the shear

rate is zero and the fluid moves as a plug (plug flow). To use the
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Table 9. Comparison between Extrapolated and ·
„ Calculated Yield Stress for 30 and

48% Promine-0

Percent Temperature Extrapolated ro Calculated ro
Promine-D

K kPa kPa

30 298 2.7 13.0

333 1.3 13.0
‘ 363 1.5 9.0

48 298 17.0 37.0
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Rabinowitsch correction (see Experimental Section) for v in such a
fluid will not account for the plug flow region where the shear rate is

zero and will predict a value for y much less than the true value.
l

The Buckingham-Reiner Equation used to calculate a yield stress

(see above) is for a fluid with a yield stress which acts as a

Newtonian fluid in the viscous flow region. There is currently no

similar expression for fluid with a yield stress and with non-newtonian

behavior in the viscous region for use with a capillary rheometer.

Non—Viscous Flow Behavior

The flow curves for the 48% dispersion at 333K and 363K showed

behavior not typical of viscous flow. A maximum n resulted from small

values of Tw which give decreasing n below 3s'] at 333K and below 40s'1

at 363K, Below these critical r , the measured flow behavior was dilatent.

At higher P , the flow was pseudoplastic. Also, below l0s'1 at 363K, n

became negative because APo was larger in the shorter capillary than in

the larger. (Figure 15).

This unusual flow behavior might have been due to measurement in-

accuracy at low Q or might have been real. A possibly related phenomena

was noted by Jasberg et al. (1977). They found that increasing shear

rate fran 100 to l500s°for 75% and 65% defatted soy doughs resulted in

AP¤ decreasing. Jasberg et al. had no explanation for this behavior.

CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

In the previous section it was suggested that the twisted extrudate

was caused by the increased macromolecular character of the dispersions.

To identify if chemical or physicochemical changes did occur, calorimetric

measurements were made for 10 to 100% dispersions of Promine·D. The
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traces for 10 to 25% dispersions indicated two increases in heat capacity

(CV) occurred above 333K (Figure 16). The first increase occured be-

tween 342K to 351K and the second occurred between 353K to 363K. The

abso1ute va1ues of CV were not determined but the amount of increase ·

was estimated from the traces to be between 16 and 23 m Ca1/gK. (Tab1e 10).

The traces for the 30 and 45% dispersions showed a s1ope change over the

same temperature range as the first CV increase for the 10 to 25%

dispersion (346K to 355K). The magnitude of the change in CV was

difficu1t to determine for the 30 and 45% dispersion since the base 1ine

was high1y curved above 345K (Figure 16). The base 1ine curvature may

be an unidentified endothermic change in the 30% and 48% dispersion.

Previous work attributed the increase in CV for a 10% dispersion of

Promine-D to denaturation of the 7 S and 11 S proteins (Hermansson, 1978).

The 7S protein denatured between 339K and 353K and the 11 S protein

denatured between 357K to 371K. The denaturation of these proteins

occurred over the same range of temperature as the measured change in CV

for the 10 to 25% dispersions (Tab1e 11). It is 1ike1y that the changes

in CV for the 10 to 25% dispersion are due to denaturation of the 7 S and

11 S proteins of Promine-D. The s1ope change between 346 and 355K for

the 30 and 48% dispersions may be due to denaturation of the 7 S protein,

but there was no indication of 11 S denaturation.

The DSC resu1ts indicated simi1ar therma1 changes for the 30% and

the 45% dispersions but did not exp1ain the difference in the rheo1ogica1

properties. The s1ope change (7 S protein denaturation) for the 30%

dispersion corre1ates with the appearance of a twisted extrudate, with

the increase in APe and with the s1ight increase in n between 333K and
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Table 10. Sunmary of DSC Tests

First Slope Change Second Slope Change

Temperature, K ACV Temperature, K ACV

Begin End mCal /gk Begi n End mCal /gk

10 345 349 18 356 359 23
15 345 348 19 353 359 19
20 345 350 20 355 362 20
25 345 351 16 355 362 16
30 348 355 · - · -
45 346 353 · - - -
70 364 378 - 384 400 -372 385 390 404

100 430 440 · - - ·
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363K. The twisted extrudate and increasing APE were observed for the

48% well below 333K. Additionally, n did not increase with protein ·

denaturation for the 48% dispersion. Thus, protein denaturation in-

fluenced flow behavior for the 30% dispersion to a greater extent than

it did for the flow behavior of the 48% dispersion.

Additional calorimetric measurements on higher concentrations of

Promine-D showed unexpected endothermic changes. A 70% dispersion had

two endothermic peaks above 363K and no change in CV below 363K (Figure 17).

The first peak occurred between 364K and 385K and the second peak occurred

between 385K and 404K. A 100% Promine-D sample had one endothermic peak

between 430K and 440K and no change in CV below 363K (Figure 26).

Apparently, the proteins of these samples did not denature below 363K.

The peaks above 363K may have been due to a protein conformation change

or to formation of a "melt". There was no supporting evidence for a

protein conformation change, however, a 70% dispersion was observed to

become very dark and fluid-like at 440K in the Instron rheometer. Also,

a 78% defatted soy dough showed a large decrease in APE at 433K which

may have been due to formation of a "melt“. (Jao, et al., 1977).
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DISCUSSION

From protein chemistry and from knowledge of the role of proteins

in flow behavior for wheat dough, the effect of temperature on soy protein

is described. In particular, the significance‘of protein denaturation

on the flow behavior of Promine-D doughs is discussed. However, because

of the complicating factors in measuring flow behavior and because of the

complex nature of the protein thermal transition, further research is

needed as outlined in the final part of this section.

PROTEIN CHEMISTRY

Proteins are random polymers of amino acids. The amide linkage is

the sole connecting unit between the amino acids in the linear backbone

of proteins (Figure 18). The R groups distinguish the different amino
O

acids. The carbon atom with the R group is known as the a ·carbon and

the single bonds to the a—carbon are free to rotate. However, the C-N

bonds cannot rotate because they have double-bond character. Thus, the

amide linkageimposes significant constraints on the number of positions

the protein can assume.

Conformation refers to the spatial arrangement of the amino acids

in the protein. In addition to constraints imposed by the amide linkage,

the protein conformation·is dependent on the number and location of the

different amino acids. The hydrophobic and hydrophylic amino acid groups

impose local forces which cause these groups to move as far apart as

possible. Similarly, the positively and negatively charged groups

impose attractive forces which will bring these groups together. A

specific three dimensional conformation (globular) results from the
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interaction of the hydrophobic groups of the protein with an aqueous

environment. Most proteins contain from 30 to 50% amino acids with

hydrophobic groups.« Near1y a11 of these groups are shie1ded from exposure

to water by being in the interior of the g1obu1ar structure. The

entropy 1oss from the protein's being in a high1y ordered state is offset

by the entropy gain from increased randomness of the water. However,

the difference in entropy between the random state and the specific

g1obu1ar state is sma11. This stabi1izing effect of water may be

overcome by therma1 energy. This therma1 process, ca11ed denaturation,

resu1ts in a more random protein coi1 with more of the protein backbone

exposed to water (Lehninger, 1975).

Covalent disu1fide bonds further 1imit the conformation of proteins.

The amino acid cysteine (R = -CH2-SH) often occurs in its oxidized form

cystine, which consists of two mo1ecu1es of cysteine cross-1inked by a

cova1ent disu1fide bond. This disu1fide bond may serve as a cross·1ink

between two proteins (interchain disu1fide bond). The disu1fide bond

can be c1eaved by mercaptoethano1 or by performic acid. (Lehninger, 1975).

Some 1arge g1obu1ar proteins (greater than 40,000 Mw) consist of

two or more subunits (o1igomeric) between which there are usua11y no

cova1ent 1inkages. These o1igomeric proteins undergo denaturation in

two steps: (1) dissociation of the subunits (o1igomers) from each other

and (2) unfo1ding of the subunits into random coi1s. It is un1ike1y

that fu11y denatured o1igomeric proteins can refo1d to the native

g1obu1ar state. However, one enzyme (a1do1ase) can refo1d from a

‘
fu11y denatured state (Lehninger, 1975).

The two major soy protein fractions are o1igomeric. The 7 S protein
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consists of nine subunits with two interchain disulfide bonds and a

molecular weight between 181,000 to 200,000 (Hermansson, 1978). The

11 S fraction consists of 12 subunits with a total of 48 sulfur atoms

and a molecular weight between 309,000 to 363,000. The 11 S subunits

are known to dissociate during denaturation (Hashizume, et al., 1975).

NHEAT DOUGH RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR

An understanding of the molecular structure of soy doughs may be

obtained from an analogous system, wheat dough. wheat doughs and

soy doughs are similar in several respects which might allow this

comparison to be made. First, the elastic properties can be attributed

to the protein fractions, which are glutenin for wheat dough and isolate

protein for soy dough (Ewart, 1972). Second, there is evidence that

wheat doughs have a network based on temporary cross-links, and the

results of this work suggest that soy doughs may also have a network

(Ewart, 1977). Finally, the protein fractions have cysteine groups

which may influence protein conformation and may participate in network

formation (Bloksma, 1975; Greenwood and Ewart, 1975; Hashizume, et al,

1975).

The network theory proposed by Bloksma (1975) provides the basis

for the flow model proposed by Remsen (1977). Elasticity of wheat flour

doughs is due to a network of protein molecules linked through disulfide

cross-links of the amino acid cysteine, according to Bloksma. Since ‘

these doughs have viscous behavior in addition to elastic behavior,

thiol-disulfide interchange occurs. In this process, naturally occurring

thiol groups react with intramolecular disulfide bonds and open the

bonds (Figure 19). Next, the relative position of the two linked molecules
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changes, allowing the formation of a new disulfide bond and the release

of the thiol group. Repeated thiol-disulfide interchange translates

into a viscous deformation. Bloksma continues by citing some severe

shortcomings of this theory. First, a major portion of the proteins „

in wheat doughs can be extracted by non-disulfide reducing solvents.

This could not happen if there is a significant network based on disul-

fide cross·links. Second, oscillatory shear tests indicate no covalent ‘

bonding. (Hibberd, et al., 1978). Additionally, Ewart (1977) states

that the rate of disulfide interchange is too slow to be the controlling

factor for viscous flow.

A theory which explains these shortcomings suggests that viscoelas-

tic behavior is due solely to the non-water-soluble protein of wheat

flour, glutenin (Ewart, 1972). The native conformation of glutenin

proteins is stabilized by intermolecular disulfide bonds in aqueous

solution, and in a dough this conformation is retained. Furthermore,

external disulfide bonds tend to form long linear concatenations of

glutenin proteins (Figure 20). Viscous behavior results primarily from

molecular slip with mechanical scission of disulfide bonds and thiol·

disulfide interchange being of secondary importance (Ewart, 1977).

Elasticity is due to a temporary modification of the protein conforma-

tion under strain. when the long concatenations of glutenin proteins

are stretched, the conformation of the individual proteins is extended

(Figure 21). Upon release, the concatenation recovers elastically as

the proteins return to their natural conformation.

It is likely that water plays an important role in determining

wheat dough viscoelastic behavior. Bernardin and Karsarda (1973) suggest
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that hydrogen bonding is the primary attractive force between wheat pro-

teins. water, a hydrogen bond breaker, can decrease these attractive

forces. In dilute aqueous solutions, the major portion of the hydrogen

bonding will be between water and the protein. However, as less water

is available, more hydrogen bonding can occur between the protein mole-

cules. This increase in intermolecular hydrogen bonding results in

adecreasein molecular slip, a higher viscosity and a more elastic network.

The effect of protein denaturation on wheat doughs is unknown. It

is possible that a network composed of disulfide cross-links and hydrogen

bonding forms when the protein denatures. However, even if disulfide

bonds become more important, the noncovalent intennolecular forces may

remain the major factor in wheat dough elasticity. .

SOY PROTEIN TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

· From a knowledge of protein chemistry and of wheat proteins in

particular, we know that two chemical intermolecular interactions in

soy proteins are hydrogen bonding between adjacent proteins and covalent

bonding through the amino acid cysteine. Additional intermolecular

interactions may include physical entanglement of the proteins and

mechanical scissions of chemical bonds. If we assume that the chemical

interactions determine Promine—D flow behavior, one possible éxplanation

of this behavior can be made.

In dilute aqueous suspensions the protein molecules are held in

their tightest conformation by water. Denaturation causes the molecule

to uncoil exposing more of the protein to water. In a dilute solution

sufficient water is available to prevent intermolecular interaction and

a network is not fonned. In fact, suspensions below 8% defatted soy do
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not form self-supporting gels (Circle, et al., l964). with a higher

concentration of protein (above 8%), there are sufficient intermolecular

interactions to form a free-standing gel (Circle, et al., l964). withv

the large amounts of water in this gel, the proteins preferentially

hydrogen bond with water instead of each other. water then acts as a

hydrogen bond breaker between the protein molecules and hydrogen bond-

ing contributes only slightly to the network. The major factor in net-

work fonnation for these dilute suspensions may be chemical bonding,

possibly a disulfide bond.

with increased protein concentrations, hydrogen bonding becomes

important in network formation. Capillary entrance pressure losses for

a 30% dispersion indicate substantial intermolecular interactions below

the protein denaturation tempepatupe_ Decreasing APE up to the protein

denaturation temperature for this dispersion suggests that these low

temperature interactions may be primarily intermolecular hydrogen bond-

ing. Chemical bonding resulting from protein denaturation is still

important since a large increase in APE is observed above the protein

denaturation temperature. However, the endothermic transition for the

30% dispersion is not as distinct as for lower concentrations of protein.

with less water surrounding the protein molecules, the effect of water

on the protein conformation may be decreased.

Above 30% Promine—D chemical bonding from protein denaturation is

significantly decreased. For a 48% dispersion, APE and n give little

indication of protein denaturation. Also the thennal transitions for a

45% dispersion do not indicate protein denaturation. For these doughs

the protein molecules are already overlapping with each other below the

denaturation temperature. Hydrogen bondi ng may be more important than
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for the lower solids content dispersions since there is less hydrogen

bond breaker (water). Higher protein content samples(70% and l00%)

give no indication of thermal transitions below 363K resulting fron

protein denaturation. It is possible that dry Promine-D is denatured

duringmanufacturing.If

the protein of dry Promine-D is denatured, then adding water

causes the protein to "renature" or fold into its particular water induced

conformation. Ten to 25% dispersions which were prepared from dry

Promine-D have distinct thermal transition attributed to denaturation.

However, the 30 and 45% dispersions do not give distinct thermal transi-

tions. Possibly these dispersions are a mix of the denatured protein

of dry Promine-D and of protein which is "renatured" by the water in the

sample. A mix of renatured and denatured protein may explain the

different importance of denaturation on flow behavior for the 30 and 48%

dispersions. .

RESEARCH NEEDS

Additional studies of the viscoelastic nature of soy dispersions

are necessary. Also, the “melt fracture" phenomena and the likelihood _

of a yield stress complicate the measurement of flow data in this work.

Certainly, a viscous flow model alone can never predict the momentum

transport properties of these highly elastic materials. Therefore, fur-

ther investigation is necessary to elucidate the fundamental nature of

soy viscoelasticity, to investigate the flow properties of soy "melts'

and to quantitatively determine the transition energies of soy disper-

sions. Oscillatory measurements can greatly aid in understanding soy

viscoelasticity, while high temperature flow measurements offer solutions
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to comprehension of "melt" properties and transition energy behavior,

respectively.

Oscillatory measurements, when combined with the effect of chemical

modifiers, can allow elucidation of the intermolecular interactions of

soy doughs. There is already a wealth of literature concerning the

viscoelastic nature of wheat flour doughs obtained through oscillatory

measurements (Hibberd and Wallace, 1966; Hibberd, l970a, 1970b; Hibberd

and Parker, 1975, 1978; Smith, et al., 1970; Cumming and Tung, 1975;

Ewart, 1972; Greenwood and Ewart, 1975; Ewart, 1977; Bloksma, 1975) but

these studies have not addressed protein denaturation's effect on wheat

viscoelastic properties. Measurements with and without disulfide bond

breaking agents would be very informative concerning the nature of the

intenmolecular interactions. However, no studies have been published

concerning the viscoelastic effects of soy protein denaturation.

Where the sample vapor pressure is important, flow measurements

could be made in a pressurized capillary or slit die viscometer. This

viscometer would have a ram to force fluid through the capillary. The fluid

would be collected in a pressurized collector of sufficiently high press-

ure to prevent flashing of the volatiles. This collector pressure could

later be subtracted from the observed pressure to give the entrance and

capillary pressure drops. Thus, flow behavior of soy melts above 373K

could be studied.

Calorimetric studies are necessary to confirm the effect of isolate

content on denaturation and to determine absolute values for heat capa-

city. Denaturation is an endothermic reaction of little energy. Care-

ful investigation could quantify this energy of denaturation. Thus, the

effect of solids content on denaturation for 10 and 25% dispersions could
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be shown more accurately. Also, the absolute value of heat capacity

will be valuable for any further modeling of cooking soy dispersions.

Two experiments could be conducted to determine if temporary or

permanent cross-links are formed upon denaturation. Isolate dispersions

could be heated to 363K, held for a short time (5 minutes), and then

cooled to 298K in the reservoir of the Instron capillary rheometer.

The entrance pressure losses would then be determined at 298K and com-

pared to AP€ of an unheated dispersion at 298K. A significant increase

in APe for the heated, denatured dispersion, indicates either a network

based on permanent cross-links or the inability of the protein to refold.

A measure of the ability of the protein to refold could be determined

from a calorimetric experiment by heating dispersions past the denaturation

temperature (up to 365K), cooling to 298K, and then reheating. If the

changes associated with denaturation (increased CV) do not occur in

the previously denatured dispersion, then the protein is not able to

refold. Additionally, by reheating previously denatured dispersions,

’
the denaturation effects can be separated from the base line effects to

enable a more accurate measure of CV change.



CONCLUSIONS

1. Isolate soy dispersions of 30% and greater have elastic character as

indicated by large capillary entrance pressure losses relative to

capillary pressure losses. Hence a constitutive equation for these

doughs should reflect more than just their viscous properties.

2. The proteins of soy isolate are subject to thermal transitions which

include denaturation and possibly melt formation. Protein denatura-

tion as determined by DSC, occurs most clearly in low solids dis-

persions (up to 25%), less so in a 30% and 45% dispersion, and not

at all in 70% dispersions. Two unidentified endothermic transitions

occur in a 70% dispersion and in 100% Promine-D above 373K. Ob-

servational data suggests formation of a dark, low viscosity melt

at high temperature (440K).
V

3. The extrudate of 20 and 30% dispersions at 363K and of a 48% dispersion

from 298K to 363K has a rough, twisted appearance possibly result-

ing from "melt fracture". The twisted extrudate is formed in the

entrance region of the capillary.

4. Several factors impose uncertainty on the calculated values for

viscosity and shear rate. while difficult to show in a capillary

rheometer, these materials appear to have large yield stresses.

viscosity becomes impossible to calculate since the variation of

shear rate with capillary radius is unknown. Also, the appearance

of the twisted extrudate suggests that these materials slip at the

capillary wall. The twists form at the capillary entrance and

emerge unchanged.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

For a more detailed discussion of the recommendations, see the

Research Needs Section of the Discussion. A summary of recommended

future research is given here:

l. Determine the nature of soy protein-protein interactions by

oscillatory measurements. Measurements made with and without

disulfide bond breaking agents may indicate the importance of the

disulfide bond in soy dough rheology.

2. Detennine the nature of the denaturation reaction for 10% and

greater dispersions on Promine-D using a Perkin-Elmer Differential

Scanning Calorimeter. Quantifying the transition energies for

different concentrations of soy may indicate the importance of water

in the denaturation reaction.

3. Determine the effect of pressure on soy flow behavior in a pressurized

rheometer. The Instron will allow elevated pressure tests to check

the assumption of a pressure independent viscosity with only slight

modification (adding a pressurized sample collector). This

modification will also allow the determination of flow behavior for

acqueous dispersions above 363K.

4. Determine if temporary or permanent cross·links are formed upon

denaturation using the Instron Capillary rheometer. First, a dis-

persion is heated to 363K (protein denatured), cooled to 298K and the

flow behavior determined. A similar dispersion is not heated and

the flow behavior is determined at 298K. If denaturation causes a

permanent increase in the elasticity of the dispersion, the capillary

entrance losses for the denatured dispersion will be larger than for
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the undenatured dispersion. A small difference in the flow behavior

of the denatured and undenatured di spersion would suggest that de-

naturation forms a network based on temporary cross—link.
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30% Promine·D, 298K
Capi11ary Diaméter = 1.76 mm _

Apparent Pressure Length Pressure Length
Shear

‘
Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate Reservoir
‘ s°]

MPa mm MPa mm

20 300 2.25 2.13 260
150 1.75 1.50 · 210
75 1.32 1.38 184
30 1.15 _ 1.00 154
15 0.98 1.00 121 1
7.5 0.81 0.93 119
3.0 0.66 0.75 119”
1.5 0.55 0.63 118
0.75 — 0.54 118
0.30 · 0.49 112

20 300 2.19 191
150 1.53 140

75 1.29 114
30 1.06 88
15 0.96 81
7.5 0.88 79 _
3.0 0.75 77
1.5 0.60 77
0.75 0.51 I 77

I 0.30 “ 0.44 I 77
60 I 300 I 5.50 1 140 4.40 140

150 4.13 I 64 3.01 64
· 75 ' 2.50 38 2.38 38

I
30 2.06 25 1.92 25 I
15 1.75 19 1.69 19 1

I 7.5 1.63 17 1.56 17 I
3.0 ‘ 1.50 14 1.38 14 I

I
. 1.5 1.34 14 1.22 15 I

·, 0.75 1.03 13 1.09 13 I
I 0.30 — 13 0.96 I 13 I
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30% Promine-D, 333K
Capi11ary Diameter = 1.76 mm

Apparent Pressure Length Pressure Length .
Sheer Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate Reservoir

1 · s 1 Mva mm Mpa um
20 300 0.81 192 0.75 203

150 0.69 141 0.65 ‘ 126
75 0.63 116 0.59 101
30 0.54 _ 90 0.53 88
15 0.54 85 0.44 79 ·
7.5 0.49 84 0.38 1 77
3.0 0.43 83 0.34 . 71
1.5 0.33 83 0.26 1 65
0.75 0.31 83 0.21 63

1
0.30 0.29 83 0.18 62

60 300 1.79 158 1.51 136

1
150 1.41 107 1.20 1 72

1 75 1.33 56 0.95 · 47
1 30 1.29 53 0.86 21
1 15 1.29 33 0.85 15
1 7.5 1.10 30 0.80 14
1 3.0 0.89 26 0.70 1 13

1 1 1 . 5 Ü . 71 25 Ü. 55 1 1 3
1 1 0.75 0.60 25 0.51 1 13
1 1 0.30 0.44 25 0.45 1 13
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30% Promine-D, 363K
Capi11ary Diameter = 1.76 mm

Apparent Pressure Length Pressure Length
Shear · Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate Reservoir
· s 1 Mpa mm Mpa nm

20 300 2.00 182 2.50 _ 157
150 1.81 131 2.63 106

75 1.65 105 2.44 83
30 1.31 ~ 79 2.06 73
15 1.25 72 1.63 68 ‘

7.5 1.19 64 1.44 66
» 3.0 1.04 64 1.29 64

1.5 0.85 64 1.13 64
0.75 0.75 64 1.00 64
0.30 0.69 64 0.98 64

60 300 4.38 153 4.63 129
150 3.25 1 102 3.63 91
75 2.63 64 3.65 66
30 2.25 48 2.81 51
15 2.13 43 2.44 44
7.5 g 1.75 37 1.94 40
3.0 E 1.44 ‘ 36 1.88 39
1.5 1.19 j 36 1.69 38
0.75 1.00 j 35 1.56 38
0.30 0.75 ä 35 1.44 38
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48% Promine-D, 298K
Capi11ary Diameter = 1.76 mm

U
Apparent Pressure Length

‘
Pressure Length

Shear
‘ Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate Reservoir

g · s" M1=>a mm Mpa um
20 75 10.38 183 13.40 158

30 8.01 158 7.90 133
15 6.44 124 6.84 115
7.5 4.97 —94 6.21 82
3.0 4.17 93 4.71 78 °
1.5 2.97 92 4.59 74

. 0.75 2.67 92 4.53 73
0.30 2.35 92 3.94 73

60 75 - - Q 34.38 86
30 20.30 117 20.31 51
15 17.50 66 1 - -
7.5 15.31 41

'
12.04 42

3.0 10.00 28 11.25 58
1.5 8.63 28 10.00 34

- 0.75 7.46 26 7.69 25
0.30 6.50 ° 25 6.44 23
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48% Promine-D, 333K
Capi11ary Diameter = 1.76 mm

Apparent Pressure Length Pressure Length
Shear Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate ReservoirS'] Mpa mm Mpa mm
20 300 9.23 216 12.19 159

150 7.35 166 9.38 ‘ 108
75 5.94 115 7.38 85

_ 30 4.38 98 - -
15 3.75 94 - — ·‘ 7.5 3.35 88 4.13 52
3.0 2.98 82 3.50 48
1.5 2.66 81 3.00 46
0.75 2.43 72 - 44
0.30 2.25 70 2.44 43

20 300 - -
150 - -
75 7.19 107
30 5.19 95
15 3.82 90
7.5 3.75 85
3.0 3.44 84
1.5 3.00 84
0.75 2.82 83 ‘
0.30 2.57 83

60 300 21.10 137 23.44
‘

141
1 150 14.70 86 20.63 90

75 12.04 36 15.63 6530 8.60 28 10.00 39
15 6.56 19 7.81 35

1 7.5 5.00 17 6.88 34
l 3.0 3.44 16 5.19 34
{ 1.5 2.66 15 4.50 33
{ 0.75 2.04 15 3.75 32
1 0.30 1.81 15 3.13 32
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48% Promine-D, 363K
Capi11ary Diameter = 1.76 mm

Apparent Pressure Length Pressure Length
Shear

‘
Drop In Drop Reservoir

L/D Rate Reservoir
‘ s°] MPa mm MPa nm

20 300 9.47 177 10.63 111
150 8.85 126 8.50 58

75 7.85 101 7.50 33
30 5.85 .88 6.50 22
15 5.60 82 6.25 17 ·
7.5 5.10 78 5.38 15
3.0 4.47 77 4.69 13
1.5 4.35 76 4.25 13
0.75 4.10 75 4.06 13
0.30 3.85 75 3.88 13

60 300 20.60 159 21.25 113
- 150 15.60 108 16.56 75

75 13.89 83 13.44 56
30 9.22 70 9.88 42

- 15 6.65 62 7.38 37
Q 7.5 5.91 60 5.75 34

· Q 3.0 4.10 57 4.50 33 Q
Q 1.5 3.35 56 4.00 32 QQ 0.75 2.85 54 3.88 32 ¤
Q 0.30 2.72 54 3.44 32 Q
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BAGLEY PLOT
30% Promine-D
298 K
1.76 mm Diameter Capi11ary
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‘ BAGLEY PLOT30% Promine—D333 K
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‘

BAGLEY PLOT

30% Promi ne-D
363 K‘
1.76 mn Diameter Capi11ary
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BAGLEY P1.01' 6
48% Promine-D
298 K
1.76 mm Diameter Capi11ary
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BAGLEY PLOT

48% Promine·D
333 K _
1.76 Diameter Capi11ary
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BAGLEY PLOT

48% Promine-D
363 K
1.76 mm Diameter Capi11ary
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CAPILLARY RHEOMETRY

OF

SOY ISOLATE DOUGHS

by l
Stephen G. Sigmon

(ABSTRACT)

Viscosity of 30 and 48% soy isolate (Promine-D) dough is

determined using an Instron capillary rheometer at 298K, 333K

and 363K. Thermal transitions of 10 to 100% soy isolate dough are

measured using a Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter

(DSC-2) over 310 to 350K. The observed behavior of the soy isolate

doughs is explained in terms of a network based on temporary cross-

links, possibly hydrogen bonds. Additionally, factors which com-

plicate viscosity measurement of these doughs are discussed including

yield stresses, melt fracture and sample reservoir pressure losses.




